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From 4 November to 11 December 1983, a team from the
Hubbs-Sea World Research Institute established a field camp on
Nelson Island (South Shetland Islands). The project focused on
the acquisition of fertile eggs of a number of species of antarctic
avifauna, but some data also were collected on Weddell seals
(Leptonychotes weddelli).

The field camp was established at Harmony Cove (62°19'S
59°12'W). Snow cover was more extensive than that encoun-
tered on previous visits and in most areas was 1.5 meters deep
and hard packed. Perhaps for this reason, the population of
Weddell seals was large; hundreds were observed between, the
Argentine refugio and Harmony Point alone. Observations
from a helicopter along the north coast of Nelson Island indi-
cated that approximately 1,000 Weddell seals occupied the is-
land during this period. We do not know if these numbers are
typical because the island has not been surveyed by air pre-
viously. Todd returned to Nelson Island in January; most of the
snow was gone and very few seals remained.

Apparently pupping occurred on the snow above the high
tide-line (figure 1). Weddell seals typically breed on fast ice, but
this cannot form at Nelson Island because of the heavy surf and
configuration of the beach. Thus, the Nelson Island colony may
represent a unique breeding situation for this species. At least
25 recently weaned pups were observed, most still with traces of
lanugo fur. On 23 November, a brown skua (Cat ha racta lonnbergi)
was observed picking at the remains of a newborn pup. Another
newborn pup was found dead on 9 December. On 14
November, eight large pups were seen on the beach at the
Chilean base of Edwardo Frei on King George Island. One of the

Figure 1. Pupping site of Weddell seals on Nelson Island. (Note the
rocky beach and packed snow above.)
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Figure 2. A recently awakened Weddell seal is surrounded by cape
pigeons as the water level rises around it.

personnel there told Todd that he had witnessed a Weddell seal
birth at that site.

Many seals had wounds which varied from minor to severe;
we suggest that many of these wounds, particularly those on
the foreflippers and belly, probably resulted from the seals
hauling over the large rocks to the snow-covered regions. At
low tide, the distance from the high-line to the water exceeded
several hundred meters. Weddell seals are not adapted to move
Over rocky terrain; bloody tracks through the snow were
conspicuous.

The open wounds and blood attracted the interest of some
birds. The extent of "harassment" that Weddell seals receive
from birds is not well documented. In McMurdo Sound, south
polar skuas (C. maccormicki) remain at the perimeter of a breed-
ing colony and consume afterbirths, feces, and pup carcasses.
Female Weddell seals protect very young pups from attacks by
skuas; however, there is little threat to adults.

At Nelson Island the opportunities for intra-specific interac-
tions is far greater. Southern giant petrels (Macronectes giganteus)
and sheathbills (Chionis alba) were observed picking at the open
wounds of seals. Sheathbills also were observed picking at the
wounds of a leopard seal (Hydruga leptonyx). Once a Weddell
seal entered an antarctic tern (Sterna vittata) colony and was
driven out by the diving terns. Brown skuas occasionally roost-

Figure 3. A totally albino Weddell seal pup was sighted twice at
Nelson Island.
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ed on the back of a dozing seal. Chinstrap penguins (Pygoscelis
antarctica) confronted seals and pecked at them. Todd also saw
50-60 sheathbills and two giant petrels converge around a seal
to feed on excreta.

At low tide some Weddell seals dozed on the rocky tidal flat.
When the incoming tide reached them, birds were attracted. On
24 November, for example, 30-40 cape pigeons (Daption capense)
settled on the rising water around a seal (figure 2). They were
feeding and quarrelsome and, at times, almost landed on the
seal. Two giant petrels scattered the cape pigeons, but within
minutes, more than 100 returned, and the seal went to sea. We
suggest that the birds have learned to feed nearby when incom-
ing water disturbs dozing seals. The resulting movement of the
seal could create turbulence in the water circulating food parti -
cles to the surface, thus facilitating feeding.

On 29 November just west of the refugio, a totally albino
Weddell seal pup was discovered (figure 3). It was a pup of the
year and the remaining lanugo fur was pure white. The skin was
pink and the eyes were red. The pup was very reluctant to open
its eyes, undoubtedly because the bright light was painful. It
eventually swam out to sea where kelp gulls (Larus dominicanus)
mobbed it. An albino pup was sighted again on 8 December
approximately 2 kilometers from the original location. Al-
though earlier its chances for survival had seemed poor, at the
second sighting the pup was fat, robust, and had no injuries.

The work was funded by Sea World, Inc. and logistic support
was provided by the Chilean Air Force and the Chilean Ant-
arctic Institute. We are particularly grateful for the enthusiastic
support of the highly skilled helicopter pilots who routinely
performed seemingly impossible tasks on our behalf.
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The fundamental underwater repertoire of Weddell seals was
documented by Thomas and Kuechle (1982) in McMurdo
Sound. The repertoire consists of numerous frequency-modu-
lated sweeps, chirps, pulses, and clicks. Functions for these
sounds have been determined using playback studies (Thomas,
Zinnel, and Ferm 1983). At the same time, Ian Stirling recorded
vocalizations of Weddell seals near the Palmer Peninsula. Upon
examination, one of us found distinct geographic variations in
vocalizations between the two sites (Thomas and Stirling 1983).
Thomas and Stirling predicted that the degree of vocal dif-
ferences reflects the degree of geographic isolation between the
two breeding populations. They also hypothesized that examin -
ing the vocal repertoire around the antarctic continent would
allow them to examine the degree of mixing between breeding
colonies and measure discrete populations.

The Australian station at Davis is in East Prydz Bay, a great
distance from the previously mentioned sites, which therefore
makes it an ideal site for sampling vocalizations of Weddell seals
and testing the hypothesis put forth by Thomas and Stirling
(1983). Davis Station was established in 1957, and Weddell seals
have been tagged annually for population studies since the base
was established. About 3,000 Weddell seals inhabit the near
vicinity of Davis Station. Two research teams using similar
sampling schemes and equipment conducted studies of under-
water vocalizations of Weddell seals in East Prydz Bay.

Rhys Puddicombe made monthly recordings near Davis Sta-
tion from May to September and fortnightly recordings from
October to December 1983. During each recording session a 24-
hour cycle was sampled using 10-minute recordings every 2
hours. He made recordings at five sites: Brookes Hut, Powell
Point, Shirokaya Bay, Gardener Island, and Barrier Island in and
off Vestfold Hills (68°30'S, 78°10'E).

At the same time Mimi George and David Lewis on a pri-
vately funded winter expedition made underwater recordings
of Weddell seals along the coast extending from 30 to 100 kilo-
meters southwest of Davis Station. Sites included colonies at
Cape Drakon, Rauer Islands, Brattstrandoyana Island, Hov-
doyana Islands off Amanda Bay, and Larsemann Hills (69°15'S,
76°53'E). Recordings were made using equipment compatible
with past studies.

Analysis of these data is underway. Real time sonograms will
be made to measure frequency, time, and amplitude charac-
teristics of vocalizations. Calls will be classified into existing
categories reported from McMurdo Sound or the Palmer Penin-
sula or will be assigned new categories if no similar sounds have
been previously reported. Once sounds have been categorized,
the number per minute will be counted for each recording. Data
will be summarized by hour of the day, month of the year, and
breeding colony. Comparison of these statistics will allow us to
report whether Weddell seals at Vestfold Hills have similarities
with McMurdo Sound and/or Palmer Peninsula or whether they
represent a distinct breeding population. Upon first inspection,
it appears that the sounds are more like the McMurdo vocaliza-
tions rather than the Peninsula ones; however, subtle dif-
ferences in trills and chugs indicate another geographic variant
in the repertoire.
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